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FFURNISH
your dreams
-ANNIE POKORNY

IF THE WALLS ARE THE BONES OF A

HOUSE, AND THE UTILITIES ITS VEINS,
THEN THE FORM AND FUNCTION OF
FURNITURE MUST BE THE ORGANS.
FURNITURE MAKES A HOME LIVABLE;

IT MAKES IT COMFORTABLE AND USEFUL.
A MORE APT, AND TASTY, METAPHOR
MAY BE THAT OF AN ICE CREAM SUNDAE,
WHEREIN THE BOWL IS THE HOME,
THE ICE CREAM THE FURNITURE, AND
PAINTINGS AND ACCESSORIES THE
CHERRY THAT MAKES A SPACE TRULY
BEAUTIFUL. AS THE FINAL STEP IN THE
HOME DESIGN PROCESS, THE CHOICE
OF FURNISHINGS DESERVES THE SAME
PRIORITY AS ANY PROCEEDING
INITIATIVES, FOR WHICH THERE IS AN
ENTIRE INDUSTRY OF PROFESSIONALS
TRAINED TO HELP.
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“Bedrooms can be so versatile,” she says. “Some people want the

B

space to be a serene spa-like space, others want it to be ski-themed,

Be in
Yo u r
B e d ro o m

and still others want something more bold, usually for kids rooms.”
Oftentimes, clients will bring in a specific pattern, color, or style
that they love and Heyser and her team work from there. Other
times, people get overwhelmed by options, and in such cases,
Heyser is happy to take over and guide them. “We usually start
with the master bedroom because that’s where people spend
most of their time,” she says. They start with the bed. Painted
or carved? Wood or metallic? What kind of bedding will best
complement the frame? Does the client like fluff or sleekness?

TOPNOTCH
FINE FURNITURE
& INTERIOR DESIGN

Topnotch Fine Furniture & Interior Design is known for their
classic ski style and traditional, historic flair, as one can see

“FURNITURE IS ALL ABOUT

by touring their elegantly assembled showroom on Sun Val-

EXPERIENCE. THE LAST

ley Road, in Ketchum. Owner and interior designer Arianne

THING WE WANT IS FOR

Heyser enjoys seeing clients visit the showroom and walk out
with pieces or plans that they love. Whether someone is just

SOMEONE TO TAKE A

browsing for furniture or looking for a full design overhaul, she

CHAIR HOME THAT ISN’T

encourages them to visit.

COMFORTABLE, OR
“Furniture is all about experience,” she explains. “The last thing
we want is for someone to take a chair home that isn’t com-

ORDER A BED THAT

fortable, or order a bed that doesn’t fit them.” Heyser brings to

DOESN’T FIT THEM.”

her work a tangible energy and excitement to connect clients
with the perfect furniture pieces. After working in kitchen and

–Arianne Heyser

bath design straight out of design school, she understands
the technical side of filling a space, while getting the enjoyment of working with furniture. “Furniture is the most creative
part of design, and I love seeing my clients really have fun with
it,” she says.
For Heyser, designing a livable space starts with the bedroom. As any visitor can see by the walls of fabric cutouts,
paint swatches, and bed frames in her studio, she does it well.
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H

H ow to
make your
b e d, a n d
want to
lie in it.

+ START WITH THE FRAME. FOR CONTEMPORARY FRAMES, CHOOSE NEUTRAL, QUIET LINENS TO EMPHASIZE THE ARTWORK. IF IT’S A
BED FOR KIDS, MAKE SURE THAT IT’S STURDY
AND WELL MADE.
+ ALWAYS HAVE TWO TO THREE FABRICS ON
THE BED. THESE CAN EITHER BE DIFFERENT
PATTERNS OR DIFFERENT TEXTURES, BUT
ALL SHOULD BE WITHIN THE SAME COLOR
SCHEME.
+ THESE LAYERS INCLUDE LINEN, SOMETHING
“FUZZY AND LOVEY,” THEN A COVERLET,
PRINTED COTTON, THEN VELVETS.
+ WHEN YOU MAKE THE BED, FOLD THE LAYERS
SO THAT YOU CAN SEE EACH LAYER WORKING
IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANOTHER. ORGANIZED,

“The bedroom is the center of comfort, so choosing your linens and

YET INVITING.

fabrics is incredibly important,” says Heyser. “Then we’ll choose lamps
and tables, but the entire space is truly centered around the bed.”

+ HEYSER CANNOT STRESS THIS ENOUGH, BUT
USE THROW PILLOWS. “THEY ARE SO IMPORT-

Have kids or grandkids? No problem. Heyser has a local specialist who

ANT TO A COMFORTABLE, ELEGANT LOOK!”

can design sturdy, beautiful bunks in all sizes. “Kids rooms are so much
fun,” she beams. “You can make them more themed, use rugged fabrics
and bright colors.” She whips through the different themes she’s done,
from cowboy- to dog-themed, before adding, “Just make sure that the

+ FINISH THE BED WITH A THROW BLANKET, IN
YOUR COLOR SCHEME, OF COURSE.

fabrics are machine-washable, and the bedframes are extra sturdy.”
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“EVEN IF I’M JUST EATING AT HOME
WITH MY HUSBAND, OR HAVING A CASUAL
MEAL WITH FRIENDS, I’M STILL GOING TO
DRESS UP MY TABLE WITH THE BEST
NAPKINS AND RINGS I CAN FIND.”
–Terry Murphy

TTying Together the Tabletop
BELLISSIMO

Terry Murphy first found her way to Sun Valley through pure
chance and good luck. Formerly a nurse from Los Angeles,
she came to the area at the suggestion of a couple of
friends to ski, and, like so many others do, chose to stay.
After years of working in town, she opened her own store,
Bellissimo, to source unique home accessories that represented the artistic diversity of her upbringing.

Born to two artists who were well ahead of their time, Murphy
found a young passion for selecting and mixing materials, colors, and accessories in a way that spoke to the feeling of a
space or event. When clients enter her shop looking for help
sourcing pieces for their home, she will walk them through
her space and get a feel for how she might best fit their needs.
“My motto is that if you’re not comfortable with pieces, they
shouldn’t be in your home,” says Murphy, adding that having
many different tastes is a positive thing. “Not everybody is
going to love the same thing, thank goodness! We would
live in a very boring world. My job is to help people find the
small details that will make them feel at home.”
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One of those specific details, the art of a well-dressed tabletop,
has become a specialty at Bellissimo. “I love tabletop! I believe
that every dinner should be celebrated as a most special time of
day,” laughs Murphy. “It’s when we all come together to close out
our day and be with people we love in a space we feel proud of.”
In her own home, Murphy loves accessorizing a tabletop with
different-colored napkins and napkin rings, patterned placemats, and plates. She feels that her family conversations (often
begun by her grandson) flourish much better over a vibrant
tabletop, and she loves helping clients discover the same.

“Even if I’m just eating at home with my husband, or having a
casual meal with friends, I’m still going to dress up my table
with the best napkins and rings I can find,” says Murphy. She
notes that little details and accessories are easy to change,
so even if a client loves their dishware or furniture, addressing a new tabletop is one way to bring life to a space. “It can
create a whole different feel to a room, and it doesn’t even
have to match your table. I encourage my clients to buy
what speaks to them; that is what their guests will see.”
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“THERE IS SOMETHING SO LOVELY AND ENJOYABLE
ABOUT SHOPPING AND PUTTING YOUR HANDS ON SOMETHING. SMALL RETAILERS WORK SO HARD TO CREATE
BEAUTIFUL SPACES FOR PEOPLE TO EXPERIENCE.
YOU CAN’T GET THAT ON THE INTERNET.”
–Terry Murphy

The best way to find pieces, colors, and fabrics that
speak to you are to meet them in person. Murphy
emphasizes the experiential advantage that comes
with coming into a shop and touching, holding, or
matching pieces. “There is something so lovely and
enjoyable about shopping and putting your hands
on something,” she says, referring to not just her
shop but all retail stores in the area. “Small retailers
work so hard to create beautiful spaces for people
to experience. You can’t get that on the internet.”
It’s true, if you are choosing something to experience in your home, to light up a conversation, or to
make a space completely new and vibrant, it’s best
to try it out first in the store. In the case of Bellissimo, Murphy chooses such a wide array of items
that clients might be surprised by the creative and
fun ideas that come to them in-shop.
“I love what I do. I love buying, I love merchandising, I love everything we do here,” says Murphy, who can’t imagine what she would do if not
the work she does in Bellissimo. She seeks to
continue to create ideas, engage in conversation, and bring people home through art and accessories, beginning with something as simple
and powerful as a beautifully curated tabletop.
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FF i n d i n g G r e at n es s
THE DESIGN STUDIO

“OUR PHILOSOPHY IS TO KNOW OUR CLIENTS AND THE
DIRECTION THEY WANT TO GO, AND THEN GUIDE THEM
IN THAT DIRECTION,”–Connie Hagestad

The furnishings of a home are the physical manifestation of a first impression.
They are the medium through which we experience the home, our initial glance
into how homeowners live their lives. Connie Hagestad and Janet Krogh at The
Design Studio in Sun Valley work to make sure that furnishing choices speak to
their clients’ personalities and desires, not just the trends.
“Our philosophy is to know our clients and the direction they want to go, and
then guide them in that direction,” says Hagestad, who, alongside Krogh, operates a full design center that works with clients and building professionals to
custom design homes from the bottom up. “The most important thing is that
when someone sees their new space, they think ‘Wow, I really love this.’”
The Design Studio specializes in work for the entire home, but, on the subject of first impressions, Hagestad describes the great room as one of her favorite rooms to design. “I
love great rooms and kitchens; there are so many moving parts and I enjoy incorporating
soft goods like sofas into a space,” she says. She loves how today’s homes flow from the
kitchen into the living area to create an open space for entertaining, cooking, or relaxing.
When she meets with her clients, they will often start with a color palette and go
forward from there. She says that many clients enter her showroom looking for
an “update,” which can mean different things to different people. She’s there to
guide clients through color, surface, style, and material selection so that the final
product reflects something homeowners want to experience on a daily basis.

“Especially with something like a room, there are a lot of moving
parts,” says Hagestad. A client may need to furnish an entire space,
redo window treatments, or add hard installments. In such cases,
working with The Design Studio alongside architects and builders
can be the best choice for better teamwork and integrated design.

Indeed, there are many directions one can take when
furnishing a first impression, but once you walk into The
Design Studio, Connie and her team will help you navigate.

Not at that stage of the process? You can start from scratch, or
better, bring in a small piece of inspiration. “You can have contemporary lines or neutral colors, but you’re going to want some level of ‘wow’ factor,” says Hagestad, who helps add accessories to
furnishings to keep them on trend. She also suggests that clients
bring in a favorite painting or a photo of a furniture piece that she
can use as a base to tie an entire room together. She adds, “We
work with some of the amazing art galleries in town, so we can
always find a piece that references everything in the room.”
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TThinking Outside the Home
THE OPEN ROOM

Often blessed with relatively warm temperatures on
sunny snow days, Sun Valley residents thrive in the
outdoors all winter long. Why should a little snow stop
you from extending your winter home experience into the
outdoors? Known for her expertise in furnishing spaces
both outside and inside of the home, Heather Newhouse,
owner of The Open Room, has more than a few ideas
for making the most of outdoor spaces, in every season.
“When you’re done skiing and you’re in your ski gear, you
want to be able to go home and sit outside, enjoy an après
or warm beverage, and watch the sun go down over the
beautiful scenery on a gorgeous day,” says Newhouse,
evoking a timeless Sun Valley experience.
Having lived in the Wood River Valley since 2011, Newhouse
has a feel for the taste and character of the area, and specializes in finding the perfect furnishing pieces to suit her
clients’ needs. At any given time, you can visit her First Avenue shop and find a historic Ketchum home adorned in
all types of indoor and outdoor furnishing and accessories.

“Outdoor furnishings can often be an afterthought,” she explains.
“I will stand in a house and look out and think about how we can
carry what people have worked so hard to create indoors to the
outside.” Such an extension includes continuing a color palette
or design scheme, choosing specific furnishings that don’t compete with one another, and making each space communicate
with the next in a way that feels natural and seamless.

space for entertaining, they can extend their great room with a
set of lounge chairs, a gas fire pit, and outdoor lanterns. Not only
will the space be warm and inviting, but it’s lovely to look at.”

When furnishing outdoor spaces for the winter, it is especially helpful to start with a covered space. With or without
a rooftop, however, the right selection of sturdy materials,
warming mechanisms, and artistic lighting will make a deck,
garden, or patio enjoyable throughout the season.

Lovely, warm light is certainly a requirement for entertaining in
the snow. Newhouse supplies several different fire pits, fire tables, and patio heaters to go alongside LED lanterns and light
fixtures that can be solar-charged and run on a timer. She also
can organize the best configuration of furniture around these
fixtures to maximize comfort and durability. She sources
select brands like Loll Designs, a Midwestern supplier of
high-end furnishings made from recycled milk jugs, which
have the style and strength to be left outside all year round.

“The first question we ask is: How will you use this space?” says
Newhouse, whose philosophy has always been curating functional furnishings for the specific needs of her clients. “We like to
consider whether the home is meant for family, or entertaining,
or a private getaway. For example, if someone wants to use their

Newhouse chose Sun Valley because of the people, the culture, and the landscape and she enjoys getting to connect the
three through her work. “I love creating a relationship between
spaces,” she says. “It’s about helping people furnish their
spaces and teaching them how to best use those furnishings.”

“WHEN YOU’RE DONE SKIING
AND YOU’RE IN YOUR SKI GEAR,
YOU WANT TO BE ABLE TO GO
HOME AND SIT OUTSIDE, ENJOY AN
APRÈS OR WARM BEVERAGE, AND
WATCH THE SUN GO DOWN OVER
THE BEAUTIFUL SCENERY
ON A GORGEOUS DAY.”
–Heather Newhouse
During the winter, I’ll bring in locally crafted pieces like
walnut tables and live-edge mirrors and pair them with
soft accessories like pillows and rugs to make them
warm and cozy,” says Newhouse. “And for people planning ahead to the summer months, I have outdoor furniture on display, as well.”
While it might be quite nice to visit her summer section as a warm
weather micro-getaway, her outdoor visions do not end on the
warm days. Newhouse seeks to help homeowners extend their
spaces outdoors in a meaningful and useful way, all year round.
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